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Abstract—Natural user interfaces are becoming more affordable and are changing how people interact with daily activities. These interfaces take advantage of human ergonomics increasing comfort, accuracy and performance during several tasks. New trends in user interfaces allow developing innovative forms of interaction in different scenarios; such is the case of robot teleoperation where joysticks, voice command, inertial sensors, haptics, and even Kinect sensors are easing their usage in educational contexts where people is getting familiar with robotics. This project presents the development of hand tracking application whose motion controls different servos on an animatronic; the goal is to motivate better understanding of robot morphology sensors, actuators and kinematics for beginners. The system was tested using the hand and fingers as the controller while basic concepts were presented. After using the application and the animatronic device, users found the idea compelling and expressed their motivation for more knowledge regarding robotics.

Index Terms—Animatronics, Interaction, Motion, Tracking

I. INTRODUCTION

User Interfaces (UI) are rapidly changing how users interact with several devices [1], current trends are focused on motion and gesture tracking ranging from hand [2], body [3], and facial traits [4], with several form of feedback through visual, haptics, and sound cues, that don’t lose the research on human computer interaction due to minimalist interfaces such as touch screens [1]. These new UIs based on motion tracking are being used in several contexts, CAD [5], training [6], navigating [7], and entertainment [8], among many others.

Within an educational context, approaches for easing robotics learning have yielded to the development of several robotics kits [9][10][11], offering modular assemblies and visual programming based on blocks as the MIT app inventor [12]. Traditional input devices for programming and interacting with didactic robots are based on keyboards, keypads [13], voice commands, image processing [14], and more recently motion tracking [14], however, users mainly rely on hand interactions to perform tasks as its Degrees of Freedom (DOF) allow performing various grasps and movements through its dexterity. Didactic robot kits involve the assembly of kits requiring motor skills and spatial orientation, along with input devices for programming it. Most common input devices are keyboards, however, 3D user interfaces (3DUl) have also proven effective as complimentary means, due to their features, such as, spatial tracking through an object’s six DOF, complimentary buttons, gestures and programmable functions. From an interactive point of view, 3DUIs present a more engaging scenario for newcomers to get introduced in robotics.

This project focuses on integrating an affordable 3DUl as an alternative input controller for better understanding the robot’s morphology and kinematics basic concepts through hand motions, as means for increasing robotics interest in students of engineering not related with the area.

The document is organized as follows: In Section I the system architecture and a sensor analysis is presented; In Section II the methods are presented; in Section III the results are presented; and finally, in Section IV the conclusions are discussed.

II. METHODS

The development of an animatronics robot involves several stages where the student design (sketch, CAD), built (3D printing, assembly) and control the mechanism (serial communication between motors and 3DUl), while learning basic concepts related to robotics provided with guides. The process begins with choosing an object to build, and then a sketch of the mechanism is created for identifying DOF, mechanism ranges of motion, possible actuator and sensor placement. Fig 1 presents an example of the design process, in this stage students familiarize with robot morphology, sensors, actuators and materials. Once the animatronics morphology is identified, the mechanism and the materials are chosen so the CAD representation provides the blueprints for prototyping the mechanism.

![Fig. 1. Example sketch, CAD and animatronic projection](image)

Having identified the materials and mechanism characteristics, the system architecture is organized allowing the student to identify which are the inputs and outputs for controlling the animatronic system. Fig 2 presents the system architecture, it can be seen that the user provide inputs through the 3DUl (translations and rotations) for controlling the animatronics whose execution feedback the user for correcting or creating...
new cues of motion. As the animatronics are modular, depending on the student several configurations can be achieved, resulting in an additional input for the animatronics block.

As the animatronics are modular, depending on the student several configurations can be achieved, resulting in an additional input for the animatronics block.

**Fig. 2. System architecture**

### A. Input devices and Communications

Several devices are available on the market as suitable user interfaces for controlling the device, however, affordable 3DUIs are limited to the Kinect sensor that has been widely spread thanks to Microsoft’s videogame consoles [15]. Current developments in 3DUI involve devices such as the Leap-Motion that uses three infrared sensors for tracking hand and finger movement [16], the MYO that reads miographic signal for command mapping [17], research such as Microsoft’s Sound-waves for gesture recognition using the computer’s microphone with the Doppler effect [18] and Washington’s University WiSee for gesture recognition by using unused wireless waves emitted from a router [19]. From these devices the Leap-Motion is currently the most affordable and computer manufacturer are supporting the device for its inclusion with several laptops [20], prompting an opportunity for taking advantage of this sensor and its features.

The Leap-Motion allows tracking the fingers of both hands through three infrared sensors that captures motion within while the hands are completely horizontal in respect to the sensor and their pronation/supination doesn’t reach 90°. The sensor identifies each finger flexion/extension and abduction/adduction over all its phalanges, allowing several combinations based on finger and gestures.

**Fig. 2. Leap-Motion communications**

Additionally, in case the user experience interaction issues due to lighting conditions that may affect the sensor performance, keyboard inputs are also available for controlling the mechanism servos.

### B. Mechanism and actuators

The mechanism design and assembly consists of aluminum profiles or PLA 3D printed pieces for avoiding heavy structures that DC servos cannot move. During the CAD design process students configure materials and can determine in advance what modification must take place for moving the animatronics with selected servos.

The system is configured for detecting flexion/extension and abduction/adduction rotations for rotating the DC motor axis accordingly to the animatronics mechanism, as presented in Fig 4.

**Fig. 4. System architecture**

### III. RESULTS

Through this project various animatronic mechanisms were designed and developed by a group of students following the design processes, CAD validation and assembly, some of these works are presented in Fig 5.

**Fig. 5. Assembled mechanisms**

Once the mechanisms were assembled, the system was set up for controlling it with the Leap-Motion, whose motion data was sent for controlling each motor. The tracked data allowed controlling the servos for performing each of the mechanism’s rotations, as presented in Fig. 6 where the abduction/adduction motion allows opening/closing an animatronic’s jaw.

**Fig. 5. Jaw movement through finger motion**
After completing the task, the students were asked to detail the experience and a survey was applied for analyzing if the UI made a difference in their motivations for getting familiar with basic concepts of robotics. Two groups of students were surveyed, the first only controlled the devices through keyboard, and the second used the Leap-Motion. Users that used the keyboard manifested interest in trying other UIs such as the wiimote, Kinect or gamepads, while those using the Leap-Motion manifested being more drawn to program and control the device rather than using the keyboard. A common factor in both groups that created fear among students was the fact that thinking of basic robotics as a complex topic only boarded by specialists.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Interaction plays an important role when encouraging students to get the basics of robotics, the activity of designing, modeling, assembling and controlling an animatronic motivate the users to engage in basic robotics concept leaving aside the fears of complexity or difficulty associated with the topic. Motivation was also affected, as the students found more interest in programming and controlling the mechanisms with 3DUIs rather than traditional UIs.

Future works will focus on expanding the experience to younger groups in high schools and tele-operating robots via web for understanding basic tele-operation concepts.
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